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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
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Thomas Buschatzke - Arizona
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Jeanine Jones - California
Karla Nemeth - California
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Becky Mitchell - Colorado
John Stulp - Colorado
   (Alternate)*
Hal Simpson - Colorado
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Jerry Rigby - Idaho
Earl Lewis - Kansas
Tim Davis - Montana
   (Chair)
Tom Riley - Nebraska
Micheline Fairbank - Nevada
Bradley Crowell - Nevada
   (Alternate)*
Roland Westergard - Nevada
   (Alternate)*
John D’Antonio - New Mexico
John Paczkowski - North Dakota
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Jennifer Verleger
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Jon Niemann
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Tony Willardson
   (Executive Director)
Jeanine Jones
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Trisha Oeth - Colorado  
Barry Burnell - Idaho  
Tom Stiles - Kansas  
Jennifer Carr - Nevada  
Micheline Fairbank - Nevada  
Jennifer Verleger - North Dakota  
Allison Woodall - Texas  
Lauren Driscoll - Washington  
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Tim Davis - Montana  
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WATER QUALITY COMMITTEE
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Trevor Baggiore - Arizona
Eileen Sobeck - California
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Trisha Oeth - Colorado
Jeremy Neustifter - Colorado
(Alternate)*
Jess Byrne - Idaho
Tom Stiles - Kansas
Tim Davis - Montana
Jim Macy - Nebraska
Jennifer Carr - Nevada
Greg Lovato - Nevada
(Alternate)*
Rebecca Roose - New Mexico
David Glatt - North Dakota
Julie Cunningham - Oklahoma
Shellie Chard - Oklahoma
(Alternate)*
Jennifer Wigal - Oregon
Kent Woodmansey - South Dakota
Jeanne Goodman - South Dakota
(Alternate)*
Jon Niemann - Texas
Earl Lott - Texas
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Scott Baird - Utah
Erica Gaddis - Utah
(Chair) (Alternate)*
Mary Verner - Washington
Kevin Frederick - Wyoming
Todd Parfitt - Wyoming
(Alternate)*

Clean Water Act Subcommittee

Trisha Oeth - Colorado
Barry Burnell - Idaho
Tom Stiles - Kansas
Jennifer Carr - Nevada
Greg Lovato - Nevada
Jennifer Verleger - North Dakota
Allison Woodall - Texas
Lauren Driscoll - Washington
Kevin Frederick - Wyoming

Water Quality/Quantity Nexus Workgroup

Tom Stiles - Kansas
Kent Woodmansey - South Dakota
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Jeanine Jones - California
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Rebecca Mitchell - Colorado
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Jerry Rigby - Idaho
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John Tubbs - Montana
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(Alternate)*
Tom Riley - Nebraska
Adam Sullivan - Nevada
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John D'Antonio - New Mexico
John Paczkowski - North Dakota
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Thomas Byler - Oregon
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(Alternate)*
Jon Niemann - Texas
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Climate Adaptation and Drought Subcommittee
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NRCS - Mike Strobel

Water Information and Data Subcommittee (WIDS)
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Mathew Weaver - Idaho
Lane Letourneau - Kansas
Ginger Pugh - Kansas
Julie Cunningham - Oklahoma
Kent Wilkins - Oklahoma
Ken Stahr - Oregon
Kathy Alexander - Texas
Todd Adams - Utah
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Jeanine Jones - California (Alternate)*
Rebecca Mitchell - Colorado
John Stulp - Colorado (Alternate)*
John Simpson - Idaho
Jerry Rigby - Idaho (Alternate)*
Chris Beightel - Kansas
John Tubbs - Montana
Tim Davis - Montana (Alternate)*
Tom Riley - Nebraska
Adam Sullivan - Nevada
Tim Wilson - Nevada (Alternate)*
John D’Antonio - New Mexico
John Paczkowski - North Dakota
Julie Cunningham - Oklahoma
Thomas Byler - Oregon
Kent Woodmansey - South Dakota
Eric Gronlund - South Dakota (Alternate)*
Jon Niermann - Texas
Earl Lott - Texas (Alternate)*
Todd Adams - Utah
Mary Verner - Washington (Chair)
Steve Wolff - Wyoming